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Animal Speak: Understanding Animal
Messengers, Totems, And Signs

A hawk circles over your head, effortlessly riding the wind. The eyes of a raccoon peer keenly out at
you from the night. A spider spins an intricate web on your windowsill. Is this coincidence, or is there
a message for you in these events? According to Ted Andrews, there is: The universe is whispering
its wisdom to you through the hidden language of animals. In Animal Speak, an original audio
companion to his landmark book of the same title, Andrews presents an in-depth workshop to help
you tap the power of the animal spirits in your own life. Filled with stories collected from decades of
teaching students across the world, Animal Speak features: How to determine your own power
animals - your personal totems and allies Learning to understand the "language" of animals - both
wild and domestic Methods and techniques for calling on the innate medicine of your animal
guardians for protection, healing, and uncovering your own hidden strengths The animals that
frighten you and how you can turn that fear into a healing force How every encounter with a living
creature can become an epiphany of the heart - as well as a message from the divine And more
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This CD has wonderful content, but it is just a wee bit self-indulgent...Andrew's repetitive style here,
which is fairly extensive, turns what could be 2 discs into 3--a long listen! There are often three
sentences strung together which articulate almost the identical point. I found myself saying, OK! I
got it...let's move on. I also found myself excited to get the part where various animals and their
meanings were detailed--as in at least one of Andrews books--but I am about 10 minutes from
finishing disc 3, and that "list" is illusive. I write this off to perhaps a wonderfully eccentric guy, who's

focus is so etherial that he might forget to put himself in the mind of his audience more
often...perhaps.

I heard the author, Ted Andrews, give this seminar in person when the book first came out. This
audio book is similar to the seminar and filled with information about animal totems, how they relate
to your life, what to look for when you see animals and perhaps dream about them. It is interesting
the whole way through. Mr. Andrews has a good clear speaking voice and is a pleasure to listen to. I
have most of his written books and now want the audio books to listen to on my commute.

In his clear cogent and compelling way Ted Andrews tells stories and shares astonishing moments
of awakenings and understandings he has had with and about the wisdom of animals. This is pure
delight that can be revisited again and again never leaving without something new.A gem!

Ted Andrews is an amazing writer. Any of his books are keepers. It's not something you will read
cover to cover but you will find yourself referring to it for years and years. Thank you Ted for all your
dedicated work and the love you put into each and every book.

I never got to go to one of Ted's workshops, which sort of broke my heart. This is almost like being
there. His wisdom is transmitted as he shares about the natural work and how to connect with it.
Many thanks to Ted in spirit.

Slightly disappointed. I had bought this thinking it was an audio version of the Animal Speak book,
but I had come to find out that it is it's own entity. I really wanted to listen to the book being read to
me

This is a fabulous book. Mr. Andrews definitely understands animals and their meaning. Highly
recommend this book to anyone interested in the meaning of the animals that wonder into your life!

I was disappointed. The author seems to know at an intellectual level but I am not convinced he
communicates with animals on an energetic level.
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